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Ap human geography grand review packet answers

The AP Examination Of Human Geography Examination is on Friday, May 18 at 8:00 a.m. Tests will take place at the District Office (2900 Mulberry Ave). The final examination will be cumulative, evaluating the course material from semester 2. If students score higher on certain units, their old score will
improve. The final round of FRQs is on Monday, May 21 and various options on Tuesday, May 22.After the final exam, we will do a project that requires students to conduct market area analysis using GIS. Students will identify the business and determine whether Muscatine will be a profitable
location.  Image Day Review PowerPoints Geography TermsFile Size: 10016 kbFile Type: pptxDownload Population File MigrationFile Size: 9472 kbFile Type: pptxDownload File Industry DevelopmentFile Size: 11549 kbFile Type: pptxDownload Study Files Study: 111 k type: file pdfDownload The Grand
ReviewFile Size: 3453 kbFile Type: pdfDownload File Major Review Packet Size: 17784 kbFile Type: pdfDownload File FRQs by TopicFile Size: 126 kbFile Type : pdfDownload file model , Theory, TermsFile Size: 64694 kbFile Type: pdfDownload File LinksFRQs useful by TopicAPHUG Buzz
WordsReview QuestionVoca Treasury Practices TestFile Size Test Practices: 4245 kbFile Type: pdfDownload Answer File KeyFile Size: 7809 kbFile Type: pdfDownload File Order AP Human Geography Test Prep On Amazon computer system that stores, organizing, take, analyze, and display the form
of geographical data pasted on the physical environment by human dispersal activities of ideas or innovation from its source between human society and the physical environment of environmental-based global navigation satellites physical, from social conditions, determining the determination of small-
or large cultures – the acquisition of scale of object or phenomenon information, either in recording or real timeChoose that do not belong to and write WHY: a) municipalities and various b) clustered street patterns - clustered street grid patterns - Grid patterns, municipalities, and variety more dispersed
and have space rather than clustered rustic settlements that are nearby houses and farm buildings. Choose who doesn't belong and write WHY: a) site b) the relative site's condition ) - Relative location and condition are the location of the relative place elsewhere, while the site is the exact location.
Choose who doesn't belong and write WHY: a) latitude and longitude b) site conditions d) absolute locations) – absolute locations, sites, and latitudes and longitudes are the exact location of the place, while the situation is a relative locationChoose that does not belong and writes WHY: a) globalization b)
foreign nationalism c) d) multinational corporation nationalism – nationalism is loyalty and deed to certain nationalities, while other options are western effects and no specific deeds to certain citizenship. Choose who doesn't belong and write WHY: a) main airport b) grid road pattern c) main central park d)
natural port e) public sports are completed) natural ports – natural ports are homeland, while other selections are mostly places that many people go to every day. Choose the uninsured and write WHY: a) West b) uniform use of c) enhanced communication d) local traditions - local traditions are part of the
folk culture, which are not western-related or uniform use, or enhanced communication. Choose who doesn't belong and write WHY: a) Time zone b) China c) United States Railway d) 15 degrees) China - China is just a place and nothing is specifically said about it. Other options have something to match
each other; like every 15 degrees you move east or west you are now in the new time zone of the Milwaukee Journal Sentinel and the airplane hubsThe South and Rust BeltThe why where referring to:d) the idea that an explanation of the important spat PatternWhich set following map will help explain
how 'scale the investigation' affects the truth?c) a map showing the density of Michigan residents by the county and the density of the U.S. population by stateLabel population pyramidLabel population PyramidLabel Resource base to maintain its population shifts from city to rural areas the number of
people working compared to the number of people too old or too young to work the difference between in migration and the process of outside migration where immigrants from certain places follow others from places to other talented people away from the areanumber of women's children may have
suffered deaths under the age of 2 for each thousandChoose causes : a) population growth b) population growth c) agricultureChoose causes two others: a) Columbus discovers American b) crop turns between Western and Eastern hemisphere c) millions of Native Americans killed by disease) Columbus
discovers another American : a) one – children's policy b ) poverty c) overpopulationChoose cause two others: a) poverty b) drug trafficking c) guest workerChoose the other two causes: a) High standard of living b) large metropolitan population c) Stage 3 demographic transition) Stage 3 demographic
migrasiChoose effect two others: a) racism b) exclusion of non-white immigrant quota laws c) from the 1920s to the 1960s) quota laws from the 1920s to the 1960sChoose effect two others: a) young age b structures) are not married c) levels of migration high) high migration levelsChoose effect two
others: a) cold weather b) hot coastal waters c) population cluster near equators and beaches) population cluster near the insanity and coastChoose effect two others: a) increased trade b) cluster of c-rich natural resources) on the third shores of which one of the following is not one of these four regions?
Assuming the world population is 5,700,000,000 and an annual growth rate of 1.6 per cent, how many people will be added to the world population next year? The U.S. population is about 300 million, and the land area is about 9 million square kilometers. The arithmetic density of the United States is
about 30 people per square kilometre of the Continent of Malaysia is/usually associated with a high number of refugees in the early 21st century? No god Universalizing IndiaPolytheistic Ethnic Ancient Indus River Valley (Pakistan)Monotheistic Universalization of Ethnic SaudiMonotheistic Israel,
Jerusalem, and USMonotheistic Universalizing Utah, USMonotheistic Universalizing IsraelMonotheistic Universalizing IsraelMonotheistic Universalisation IsraelFragmentation region becomes a smaller unit of ethnic nationalism Examples of linguistic debris How religion can influence the geographical arm
of Islam but the majority in Iraq and the IranArchitectural Style diffuse from New England to new Mexico's open-air conflict or conflict that leaves Mexican four languages has the same words for fish numbers and names, but different names for a particular disease, what might be concluded about the time
in which the disease first diffuses?b) residents are divided and develop into four different languages, and then the disease spreadswhich following correctly the sequence of continuity?e) Indo-Europe , German zones, UK, Midland-NorthernContact interfaiths will most likely violate when they die) linked to
ethno-national claims competing for territory____________ are to Canada as __ Put the following to the greatest to the hit: Census channels, districts, municipalities, countries, territories, empireEmpire, States, Regions, County, Municipality The following: Lord, gold, and glory:Three reasons of
colonialism: 1) European missionaries established a colony to promote Christianity 2) The colony established the Government to access raw materials and 3 resources) colonies of the establishment of the government to improve the prestige of the country, Germany, Mexico, United StatesColonial power
in Africa, 1850Portugal, Spain, Italy, Britain, France, and powerful GermanColonial in Africa, 1900Portugal, Spain, Italy, Britain, France , and GermanColonial powered in Africa , 1950Belgium, Portugal, Spain, the Netherlands, Italy, and Francemodel showing the transfer of resources from less developed
areas retains differences from the boundaries of larger areas for political gain areas rather than lineExample: The Ural Mountains form a hardy spine in Western Russia and the border between Europe and AsiaExample: Germany and Italy emerge , Hungary, Poland, and Romania to comply with the
distribution of Asian speakers, when the British divided India into 2 states on a religious basis. Mostly Muslim partitions are allocated to Pakistan while the Hindu parts of mostly become independent states of IndiaAras - Armenia and TurkishThe 1,000 kilos (600 miles) of the border between Chad and
Libya are straight lines drawn across the desert to set the northern limits of French colonies in The African Arab League, and the United Nations is all examples of the following supranational organizations cultivating the most significant economic growth by eliminating tariff imports between member
states? The provisions of the United Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea give coastal states the sovereignty of navigation and the economy where the following zones?a) twelve nautical miles of territorial sea zones are increasing the number of states have adopted the federal form of government
especially Toes) meet all requirements aboveChoose that do not belong to: a) increase in the number of land under planting b) increase in agricultural workforce c) increase in energy and technology consumption) increasing in agricultural workforceChoose that do not belong to : a) agriculture b) hunting
and accumulating c) farming of livingChoose that do not belong to: a) efficient transportation b) regional cuisine c) unmanned corporateChoose-controlled farm: a) farm b) genetic engineering c) high food price d) GreenChoos Revolution unsuperved cow: a) California b) Mediterranean agriculture c) happy
cow d) sharecropping e) unsuperted wheatChoose : a) arrogant beans b) coffee c) wheat d) e corn) riceChoose belonging: a) beef b) train c) Milwaukee, 1900Choose that doesn't belong: a) Great Plains Native American - Buffalo b) Eskimos – snow c) Hawaiians - wigwams d) Wisconsin Explorers – e log
cabin) Explorers of Great Plains – sod and thatchChoose that do not belong to: a) shift agriculture b) tropical climate c) global warming d) global warming d) commercial agriculture) commercial agricultureChoose that do not belong to : a) sustainable agriculture b) limited use of chemicals c) integration of
crops and livestock d) use of pesticide-resistant seeds e) organic farms) the use of unmanned pesticide-resistant seedsChoose: a) nomads b) pastoralism c) hunting and collecting d) farming living e) shifting agriculture f) terracingChoose which does not belong to: a) hunting and collecting b) it is limited to
topical areas c) labor-based division d) Stage 1 gender-based section laborIsolated farmsteads in the United States grow as a result of all EXCEPTGrain the following raised in the United States is used today especially with respect to the relationship between culture, religion, and physical environment)
religious ideas may be responsible for some changes made by people in the physical environment of common differences between farms in LDC farms (such as Pakistan) vs. farms in MDC (such as US) growing isc crops The milk enclosure is an area that surrounds the city from which milk is supplied.
The milk shed is important because milk is rapidly damaging, so it needs to be located close to the market to give the milk market fresh, Mediterranean agriculture, pastoralismTerracing, shifting agricultural climate, irrigation, small pork production, pastoralismWheat, small pork production,
pastoralismFactory farm, large pork productionWheat, Mediterranean timely ManufacturingEktronikExtract natural resources from the environmentTransform raw materials , and information manipulationInvolve exchange goods and provision of servicesInvolve fresh produce production for the city
marketHighest fossil fuel consumption per capitaHong Kong, Singapore, Taiwan, and south Korean terminal costsHigh, high line cost, high line flexibility terminal cost, high line cost, high-cost flexibility of the Terminal Cost, low line cost, low-route flexibility terminal cost, high line cost, high route
flexibilityStage 1 (The Traditional Society)Contains a high percentage of people involved in agriculture and percentage what Rostow called unfavorable activities, such as military and religion to Takeoff)The development process begins when the elite group begins innovative economic activities. Under the
influence of these well-educated leaders, the country began to invest in new technologies and infrastructure, such as water supply and transportation systems. These projects will eventually stimulate the increase in productivity of experienced Growth In selected businesses. This progress fuels by
providing capital for other businesses to use ModernStage 4 Technology (The Drive to Maturity)Modern, previously confined to the departure industry, diffuse to every economic root that was later noticed the rapid growth ofStage 5 (MassIve Consumption Age)The economy shifted from the second sector
to tertiary goods and consumers began to grow in living numberstandard = referring to the quality and quantity of goods and services available to the public and the way they are distributed in the population - because the country is more advanced there is more A lot of resources can be distributed in the
population - more women are pursuing a better career and are not worried about having children, so CBR will be low. Low - because fewer births occur and more medical options available there are fewer deaths occurring than ever before. NIR = Natural Rate of Increases – since both CBR and CDR are
used to calculate NIR and they are low, than the NIR will also be low as well. Life expectancy = The average number of years an individual can expect to liveHigh - more availability for medical and health services creates a longer lifespan. Literacy Rate = The percentage of citizens of a country who can
read and writeHigh - with more competition for jobs and more education requires more people to be educated to uphold the specific skills required. GDP = Gross Domestic Product - with more resources to help others, the services available will gradually increase. GEM = Gender Empowerment
MeasuresHigh - with more women going to work than living at home, both sexes are equally capable of getting a job in politics. Pollution = Adding more waste than sources can accommodateLow - an alternative energy source has been found, and is being used to help the atmosphere. Jobs in the
informal SectorLow - more people are moving away from hobbies such as mining and agriculture and chasing jobs in the business sector. Banking, finance, insuranceNew York, London, and TokyoWhich the following arguments help explain why 75% of those working in the Export Processing Zone, like
maquiladoras, are women? Which one of the following has contributed mostly to territorial deindustrialisation such as English and North American Manufacturing Belt?b) competition from foreign importsIn a few decades back, all of which have followed have played a major role in the rapid growth of Sun
Belt United cities EXCEPTd) climate change leads to the recognition of northern winter states that cooler exclusive economic zones allow tob the state) demanded the state's economic power field over 200 nautical rocks of water extending from its shores Kortemporari making characterized byc) spatial
learning of the production processChoose that is not classified in: a) megalopolis b) terrace area c) Boston to Washington, D.C. d) Los Angeles to San Diegod) Los Angeles to San DiegoChoose not owned : a) Brookfield Square b) suburbs c) gentrification d) suburban bursts e) white flightsChoose which
is not classified in: a) a) agglomeration b) business park c) decentralization d) suburbsChoose which are not classified: a) blocking and driving vehicles b) striped by financial institutions c) public housing density d) fixed school area borders e) ZonsChoose Economic Enterprise which is not classified : a)
France b) Mesopotamia c) Mexico d) North China e) The IndusChoose Valley is not owned: a) the world cities b) Chicago c) Mumbai d) TokyoChoose which is not included in: a) 500 B.C. – defense site b) A.D. 1700 – water power c) A.D. 1800 – railway junction d) pre-1950 – navigable waterway e) post-
1950 – highway) pre-1950 – navigable waterwayChoose not owned : a) city b) Africa c) Asia d) South America the following since from at least recently to the most recent: big box superstore, regional business center, shopping center, Internet1. Downtown business district 2. Shopping center 3. Big Box
Superstore 4. InternetExport especially to users outside settlementSell to people in the settlement industryBasic reject industry is not a principle Related to the level of service providedCenter latin American citiesProvided to people by the presence of the governmentThe that greatly reduces the
attractiveness of the site more distant) the opportunity to interveneIllegal occupation of residential areasWhich environmental issues following is the most immediate concern to the base makers in New England?a) excessive stock breeding by commercial fishermenWhich following IS NOT the cause for
rapid suburban in the United States after the Second World War? b) reduction in long-distance travelaccording to a government of rank size, if the largest city in a country has a population of 10 million, the next largest city will have a populationToday, most residents of the United States and Canada live
where the following? Public transit is wider in Western European cities than in the United States primarily because) european governments subsidize public transit The call center industry to search in India can be explained well byHistorically, growth American suburbs are the most constraints byc) limited
transportation of Latin America, data for jobs in many urban areas is most likely incomplete because) many people wear in the informal sectorSpreading parts of production and fabrication among many countries or communities) increasing large companies of power bargaining with local government and
labor AP Human Geography Testy Test
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